ABSTRACT

• Objective: There are some tests used by clinicians for defining and differentiating various pain types and following up the patient after initiating pain management therapy. The Pain Quality Assessment Scale (PQAS) is a questionnaire used in differentiation of neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain. The PQAS is also used in detection of the most common symptom of neuropathic pain which has a wide spectrum, and in the management and follow up of pain therapy in the light of its findings. The aim of this study was to examine whether the Turkish version of PQAS is a valid and reliable tool to assess pain.

• Material and Method: Seventy patients with carpal tunnel syndrome seen by two clinicians were evaluated by Turkish version of the PQAS in the morning and in the afternoon of the same day.

• Results: With respect to reliability, the correlations between PQAS total score and paroxysmal, surface, deep and sensitive pain were 0.830 (p<0.001), 0.853 (p<0.001), 0.893 (p<0.001) and 0.679 (p<0.001), respectively. With respect to validity, the correlation results between total score and paroxysmal, surface and deep pain subgroups of PQAS was found as r:0.87, r:0.80 and r:0.87, respectively.

• Conclusion: In painful situations, defining the pain type and detecting the dominant symptom are quite helpful in management of therapy. The results of this study suggest that the Turkish version of the PQAS is a reliable and valid instrument for the measurement of pain in Turkish patients that have diseases with neuropathic pain types.

• Key Words: Pain quality assessment scale, carpal tunnel syndrome, neuropathic pain, validation study, pain measurement Nobel Med 2010; 6(1): 26-33
INTRODUCTION

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is one of the most commonly encountered neuropathies of upper extremity. It develops due to entrapment of median nerve at carpal tunnel. The most common symptom of CTS is neuropathic pain.1 Neuropathic pain syndrome is seen in heterogeneous clinical conditions.2

Clinical findings are classified as, spontaneous continuous or paroxysmal pain, power loss and pain, and allodynia and hyperalgesia. To assess the quality of neuropathic pain which has a wide spectrum is important for the differential diagnosis to differentiate the effectiveness of different pain therapies and detect the symptoms.3,4 For this assessment pain scales such as visual analog scale, Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms (LANSS), and McGill pain questionnaire are available.5 Validity of Neuropathic Pain Scale (NPS) which consist of 10 questions is done to define the neuropathic pain conditions to make differential diagnosis, to assess the treatment results and to detect the treatment efficacy.6

Adding 10 more items to NPS makes it useful for assessment of both neuropathic and non neuropathic pain.7 For this reason "neuropathic" was omitted from its title and recalled as Pain Quality Assessment Scale (PQAS) which now contains 20 items that assess global pain intensity and unpleasantness, two spatial aspects of pain (i.e., ‘deep’ and ‘surface’ pain), and 16 different pain quality items that are common to people with both neuropathic and non neuropathic pain.3

The aim of this study was to assess validity and reliability of the Turkish version of PQAS in differentiating pain whether it is neuropathic or non neuropathic, and whether it is helpful in evaluation and follow up of therapy of painful conditions.

MATERIAL and METHOD

The study group were consisted of patients with the diagnosis of mild to moderate degree electrophysio-logically confirmed CTS who were seen at Selcuk University Meram Medical Faculty, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation out patient clinic. Seventy patients with positive Tinel’s and Phalen tests and having numbness at their hands were first evaluated by electromyography (EMG). According to this assessment cases with mild CTS (slowdown in sensorial response) or moderate degree CTS were included in the study.7 Patients having history of diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism, acromegaly, rheumatoid arthritis, wrist surgery, pregnancy and anatomic variation of the median nerve were excluded from the study. Ethical committee consent was obtained for the study. The patients completed two PQAS forms on the same day, one in the morning and other in the afternoon. The clinicians that filled up the form and applied the
EMG were not the same. Translation and back-translation method was used to adapt the PQAS into Turkish. The PQAS was first translated into Turkish by a native Turkish translator who spoke English fluently. The scale was then back-translated into English by a native English speaker who had not seen the original English version. The back-translated English version was compared with the original PQAS in English by one of the authors of this paper. PQAS contains 20 items that assess global pain intensity and unpleasantness, two spatial aspects of pain, and 16 different pain qualities.9 (Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). Following the introduction, respondents are asked to rate the severity of each of 20 pain domains using 0-10 numerical rating scales, where 0 = “no pain” or “not [sensation/item]” and 10 = “the most [descriptor] pain sensation imaginable.” As mentioned above, the pain domains assessed include two global domains (pain intensity and unpleasantness), two spatial domains (deep and surface), and 16 quality domains (sharp, hot, dull, cold, sensitive, tender, itchy, shooting, numb, electrical, tingling, cramping, radiating, throbbing, aching, and heavy).3

Statistical analysis

For internal consistency Cronbach alpha method was used. Test-retest reliability assessment was evaluated by Wilcoxon signed rank test. The relationship between sub items and 4 subgroup of PQAS was assessed with Spearman correlation test. If the differences were normally distributed, test and retest analysis of subgroups were done by Paired t test. Also retest reliability of subgroups were measured by interclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The ICC two mixed way model was used. Construct validity was compared with VAS. Correlation analysis was done. p value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

RESULTS

Seventy (64 female and 6 male) CTS cases, whose diagnoses were confirmed by EMG, were enrolled to the study. The mean age of the cases was 47.6±9.04 years. The demographic characteristics, test and retest results of PQAS are given in Table 1 and 2.

Reliability

Except deep item no difference was found between test and retest PQAS with Wilcoxon signed rank test. Internal validity assessed by Cronbach alpha was obtained between 0.730-0.930. The ICC values for paroxysmal, surface, deep and sensitive were 0.927, 0.889, 0.931 and 0.808, respectively. The correlation between PQAS total score and paroxysmal, surface, deep and sensitive were 0.830 (p<0.001), 0.853 (p<0.001), 0.893 (p<0.001) and 0.679 (p<0.001) respectively. (Table 3).

Validity

For construct validity the correlation between VAS and paroxysmal, surface, deep and sensitive was found between 0.25 and 0.34. The correlation between these was considered as fair. When the correlation between sub items of PQAS and VAS was assessed, it was seen that the correlation with numb item was 0.790 and it has a high correlation with VAS.

The correlation between total score and paroxysmal, surface and deep subtypes of PQAS were r: 0.87, r: 0.80 and r: 0.87, respectively. The correlation between VAS and PQAS (paroxysmal, surface and deep) were found as 0.25, 0.34 and 0.31. The correlation between these was considered fair (Table 4).
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION

PQAS is a form used in assessment and treatment follow up of pain encountered in many conditions (neuropathic and non neuropathic). It was shown that when neuropathic and non neuropathic pain conditions are evaluated with PQAS, pain effect zones were different at subgroups of PQAS. The reason for this is the presence of different pain types due to underlying different pain mechanisms. Neuropathic and non neuropathic pains develop with different mechanisms and the therapies given are different. In this case PQAS questionnaire is helpful in determination of pain levels and follow up of efficacy of the given therapy. In this study we showed the Turkish validity and reliability of PQAS which is helpful in differentiation of neuropathic and non neuropathic pains. Although presence of fair correlation between general VAS values of patients' and PQAS subgroups seems to be a limitation point in our study, the presence of a strong correlation with numb which is a sub item of PQAS, saves validity from this limitation. This is because the most commonly encountered symptoms in CTS are tingling and numbness. For this reason the most common definition of patients in general VAS was the degree of tingling. The limitation of our study was the small number of participants; however the data were enough for statistical analysis. Another limitation which is a non neuropathic pain group could be included to study together with neuropathic pain group. However, PQAS is not used in differentiation of these two pain group. As PQAS supplies information about depth of neuropathic pain, quality of pain, detection of different symptoms seen in neuropathic pain and follow up of therapy applied for most severe complaint, it reduces the limitation occurred due to inclusion of only neuropathic pain in our study. In conclusion, we believe that in this study Turkish validity and reliability of PQAS in determination of neuropathic pain is shown.

A mechanism causing the development of neuropathic pain may be responsible for different symptoms in the same patient, and may change to a different mechanism in time. Symptoms seen in neuropathic pain have a wide spectrum. The most important clinical findngs encountered in neuropathic pain are usually in burning character spontaneous, paroxysmal or stimulated pain, tingling, thermal and/or mechanical allodynia and dysesthesia. Therapy of neuropathic pain should be specific to these symptoms as much as possible. To decide which of these symptoms is more dominant, PQAS questionnaire is quite efficient.

To differentiate the neuropathic pain from the non neuropathic pain, LANSS Pain Scale is used. However this scale could not reflect the wide symptom spectrum seen in neuropathic pain. Short form- McGill Pain Questionnaire includes 15 pain qualities. But PQAS consists 20 items to determine pain quality. With respect to other two questionnaires, PQAS has more advantage in determining pain quality and management of follow up of therapy. Jensen et al used PQAS in follow up of efficacy of two different therapies and detected that PQAS is more useful in treatment follow up. In another study Victor et al detected difference between PQAS of patients with neuropathic pain and non neuropathic pain, and they concluded that it can be helpful in differentiation of two pain types. In our study application of PQAS to Turkish population was very easy. We showed that in determination of pain, Turkish version of PQAS is a very reliable assessment tool. Reliability was obtained in internal consistency analysis (Chronbach alpha was between 0.730 and 0.930). ICC values, obtained from PQAS measurements done two times in a day, were above 0.80 and these values were between the intervals recommended for coefficient correlation (0.87-0.98). In construct validity, although a weak correlation between VAS and paroxysmal, surface, and deep parameters was obtained, a strong correlation with tingling which is an item of PQAS was present. This showed us that tingling, seems to be dominant compliant in CTS, reflects VAS value of the patient. Similarly, Victor et al detected that numbness and tingling, which are two pain descriptors, were dominant in CTS patient assessed with PQAS. Also in our study, most commonly complaint in patients with CTS was numbness.

There were three important reasons to make the Turkish version of PQAS, first; assessment of neuropathic pain at follow up of therapy.
pain, second; to apply appropriate therapy by assessment of every condition of neuropathic pain which has a wide spectrum third; follow up of applied therapy. We showed that the Turkish version of PQAS can be used safely for diseases with neuropathic pain such as CTS and it has Turkish validity and reliability.

Appendix 1. PAIN QUALITY ASSESSMENT SCALE

During the past week, please indicate on average which type of pain has been felt, each pain type's characteristics and degree of intensity, using the 19 scales below.

1. Please use the scale below to tell us how intense your pain has been over the past week, on average.

No pain The most intense sensation imaginable

No sharp The most sharp sensation imaginable (like a knife)

No hot The most hot sensation imaginable (burning)

No distress The most dull sensation imaginable

No cold The most cold sensation imaginable (freezing)

No imaginable The most sensitive sensation imaginable (raw skin)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Please use the scale below to tell us how sharp your pain has felt over the past week. Words describe sharp feelings include “like a knife”, “like a spike”, or “piercing”.

Not sharp The most sharp sensation imaginable (like a knife)

3. Please use the scale below to tell us how hot your pain has felt over the past week. Words describe very hot pain include “burning” and “on fire”.

Not hot The most hot sensation imaginable (burning)

4. Please use the scale below to tell us how dull your pain has felt over the past week.

No distress The most dull sensation imaginable

5. Please use the scale below to tell us how cold your pain has felt over the past week. Words describe very cold pain include “like ice” and “freezing”.

Not cold The most cold sensation imaginable (freezing)

6. Please use the scale below to tell us how sensitive your skin has been to light touch or clothing rubbing against it over the past week. Words used to describe sensitive skin include “like sunburned skin” and “raw skin”.

Not imaginary The most sensitive sensation imaginable (raw skin)

7. Please use the scale below to tell us how tender your pain is when something has pressed against it over the past week. Another word used to describe tender pain is “like a bruise”.

Not tender The most tender sensation imaginable (like a bruise)

8. Please use the scale below to tell us how itchy your pain has felt over the past week. Words used to describe itchy pain include “like poison ivy” and “like a mosquito bite”.

Not itchy The most itchy sensation imaginable (like poison ivy)

9. Please use the scale below to tell us how much your pain has felt like it has been shooting over the past week. Another word used to describe shooting pain is “zapping”.

No shooting The most shooting sensation imaginable (zapping)

10. Please use the scale below to tell us how numb your pain has felt over the past week. A phrase that can be used to describe numb pain is “like it is asleep”.

Not numb The most numb sensation imaginable (asleep)

11. Please use the scale below to tell us how much your pain sensations have felt electrical over the past week. Words used to describe electrical pain include “shocks”, “lightning” and “sparking”.

No electrical sensation The most electrical imaginative (shocks)

12. Please use the scale below to tell us how tingling your pain has felt over the past week. Words used to describe tingling pain include “like pins and needles” and “prickling”.

No tingling The most tingling sensation imaginable (pins and needles)

13. Please use the scale below to tell us how cramping your pain has felt over the past week. Words used to describe cramping pain include “squeezing” and “tight”.

Not cramping The most cramping sensation imaginable (squeezing)

14. Please use the scale below to tell us how radiating your pain has felt over the past week. Another word used to describe radiating pain is “spreading”.

No spreading The most spreading sensation imaginable (spreading)
15. Please use the scale below to tell us how throbbing your pain has felt over the past week. Another word used to describe throbbing pain is “pounding”.

16. Please use the scale below to tell us how aching your pain has felt over the past week. Another word used to describe aching pain is “like a toothache”.

17. Please use the scale below to tell us how heavy your pain has felt over the past week. Other words used to describe heavy pain “pressure” and “weighted down”.

18. Now that you have told us the different types of pain sensations you have felt, we want you to tell us overall how unpleasant your pain has been to you over the past week. Words used to describe very unpleasant pain include “annoying”, “bothersome”, “miserable”, and “intolerable”. Remember, pain can have a low intensity but still feel extremely unpleasant, and some kinds of pain can have a high intensity but be very tolerable. With this scale, please tell us how unpleasant your pain feels.

19. Finally, we want you to give us an estimate of the severity of your deep versus surface pain over the past week. We want you to rate each location of pain separately. We realize that it can be difficult to make these estimates, and most likely it will be a “best guess”, but please give us your best estimate.

HOW INTENSE IS YOUR DEEP PAIN?

HOW INTENSE IS YOUR SURFACE PAIN?

20. Pain can also have different time qualities. For some people, the pain comes and goes and so they have some moments that are completely without pain; in other words the pain “comes and goes”. This is called intermittent pain. Others are never pain free, but their pain types and pain severity can vary from one moment to the next. This is called variable pain. For those people, the increases can be severe, so that they feel they have moments of very intense pain (“breakthrough” pain), but at other times they can feel lower levels of pain (“background” pain). Still, they are never pain free. Other people have pain that really does not change that much from one moment to another. This is called stable pain. Which of these best describes the time pattern of your pain (please select only one):

- I have intermittent pain (I feel pain sometimes but I am pain-free at other times)
- I have variable pain (“background” pain all the time, but also moments of more pain, or even severe “breakthrough pain or varying types of pain)
- I have stable pain (constant pain that does not change very much from one moment to another, and no pain-free periods).

Appendix 2. Ağrı Kalitesi Değerlendirme Skalası

LÜTFEN SON HAFTA SüRESİNCİ, ORTALAMA OLARAK her bir ağrı tipinin niteliğinin ne kadar çok olduğunu ve hangi ağrı tipini hissedip, hissetmediğinizi derecelendirmek için aşağıdaki 19 derecelendirme skalalarını kullanınız.

1. Son hafta süresince, ortalama olarak ağrınızdaki ne kadar yoğun olduğunu belirtiniz.

2. Son hafta süresince hissettiğiniz ağrıın ne kadar batıcı olduğunu belirtiniz.

Batıcı duygusunu tanımlamak için kullanılan kelimeler “bıçak gibi”, “neşet gibi” veya “delici” terimlerini içermektedir.

3. Son hafta süresince hissettiğiniz ağrıın ne kadar yakıcı olduğunu belirtiniz. Çok yanıcı olduğunu belirtmek için kullanılan kelimeler “yanma” ve “ateş gibi” terimlerini içermektedir.
4. Son hafta süresince hissettğunuz ağrının ne kadar sıkırtı verici olduğunu belirtiniz.

5. Son hafta süresince hissettğunuz ağrının ne kadar soğuk olduğunu belirtiniz. Ağrının çok soğuk olduğunu tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "buz gibi" veya "donduyuk" terimleri içermektedir.

6. Son hafta süresince cildinizin dokunma veya giysilere ne kadar duyarlı olduğunu belirtiniz. Hassas cildi tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "güneste yanmış gibi" veya "ağırlı deri" terimlerini içermektedir.

7. Son hafta süresince ağrınızı ne kadar hassas olduğuunu belirtiniz. Hassasiyeti tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer bir kelime "eziliyor gibi" terimidir.

8. Son hafta süresince ağrınızı ne kadar kaflıntılı olduğuunu belirtiniz. Kaflıntılı ağır termini tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "zehirli sarmafäkla temas gibi" veya "sivrisinek ›s›r›¤› gibi" terimlerini içermektedir.


10. Son hafta süresince ağrınızı ne kadar yayıldığını belirtiniz. Yayılan ağır yaradığıını belirtmek için kullanılan diğer bir kelime "da¤›lma" terimidir.


12. Son hafta süresince ağrınızın ne kadar karnancalanma tarafında olduğunu belirtiniz. Karnancalanma tarafında ağıri tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "uyuşma" veya "igne batma duygusu" terimlerini içermektedir.

13. Son hafta süresince hissettüğinizi ağrınızın ne kadar kramp tarafında olduğunu belirtiniz. Kramp tarafı ağırınızı tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "baskıcı" ve "siku" terimleridir.


15. Son hafta süresince ağrınızı ne kadar zonklayıcı olduğunu belirtiniz. Zonklayıcı ağırınızı tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer bir kelime "darbe gibi" terimidir.


17. Son hafta süresince hissettüğinizi ağrınızın ne kadar ağrı olduğunu belirtiniz. Ağır ağrıını tanımlamak için kullanılan diğer kelimeler "bascıng" ve "ağırlık var gibi" terimleridir.

yoğunlukta fakat ağır hoştutsuz edici olabilir, bazı ağrının türleri yüksek yoğunlukta fakat dayanıklılı olabilir.

19. Yüzeyel ağrının ve derin ağrının şiddetini belirtilir.

**DERİN AĞRINIZ NE YOĞUNLUKTADIR?**

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Derin ağın yak
Olabilecek en fazla yoğunluk düzeyini belirlemek için

**YÜZEYEL AĞRINIZ NE YOĞUNLUKTADIR?**

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Yüzeyel ağın yak
Olabilecek en yoğun yüzeyden ağın

20. Aşağıdakilerden hangisi ağrınızın zamanmalı seyrini en iyi tanımlar?

- [ ] Gelip-geçici ağrı tipine sahibim (bazen ağrı hissediyorum, fakat diğer zamanlarda ağrıszım)
- [ ] Değişken ağrı tipine sahibim (zeminde her zaman bir ağrı hissediyorum, fakat daha ağırlı zamanlarda ve şiddetli ağrı dönemlerim olsun, ağrıım aniden ortaya çıkıyor veya ağrıım tipi değişebiliyor)
- [ ] Değişmeyen ağrı tipine sahibim (dönemden dönemde çok fazla değişmeyen sabit ağrı ve ağrızın dönem olmaması)
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